
Business Intelligence -
The Business of Knowing
Your Business



The construction industry has been
slow to adopt technology to improve
outcomes and reduce the risk of
programs. However, the resistance to
change and modernization has also
crippled leaders and key stakeholders
in having complete visibility to plan
and predict key trends and risks to
their programs.   

Data should tell a story based on
relevant background, live facts and
then deliver the “what’s next” answer
everyone needs to make sound
decisions.

With the INTEL road-map, organizations are empowered with data 
to make sound decisions on their programs.
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Projects are complex & involve a lot
of moving parts. To truly

understand how any project is
performing organizations need

access to data from various
systems & sources.

Inquire about
what decisions

you need to
make

 Now, ask what
data points are
needed to make

the decisions

Thorough 
understanding
where the data

resides (ie what are
the source systems)

Establish &
understand how the
data is being pulled

and aggregated 

Leverage the data
through design and
deliver (distribute)

reports in real-time
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ONINDUS’ BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE WILL TRANSFORM 

YOUR DATA TO KEY BUSINESS INSIGHTS

I N T L

To truly understand how any capital
improvement project is performing
organizations need access to data from
various systems and sources. OnIndus’
Business Intelligence service will transform
your data into key business insights
empowering you  to avoid risk and improve
the performance of all your programs.



OnIndus Business Intelligence Framework delivers real-time analytic dashboards and
trends  that guide leadership via a proprietary technology to deliver the insights and
analysis to the health of any capital improvement program.
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In a single view gain all the insights required to keep you on top of your CIP, its health
and quickly identify risk


